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Blue Iris : MD Expansion Pack
Introduction

The MD Expansion Pack is designed for use by
providers in a hospital setting who create, manage
and sign clinical documentation. The MD Pack is
powered by the Blue Iris Core that integrates the
most important hospital systems used by providers.
The MD Pack eliminates inefficient processes that
physicians frequently encounter when accessing
patient data. With Blue Iris, all patient data can be
quickly and easily viewed in an Electronic Progress Note.

critical data to the physician. All objective patient
data is rendered on screen in a format that is familiar
to providers. Physicians can enter their subjective,
assessment and plan comments directly into the electronic progress note by typing, dictating or using the

The Blue Iris MD Expansion Pack is designed to:
■

■

■

■

Provide physicians with an automated way to
create, print and sign progress notes.
Improve medical documentation and charge
capture.
Provide secure, Web-based access to patient
records, from virtually any type of device.
Improve patient care and medical outcomes.

A Better Tool for Provider’s Clinical Workflow

Physicians perhaps utilize more highly specialized tools
than any other profession. Until the development of
Blue Iris, there was no software truly designed to compliment the physician’s natural workflow. The MD
Pack eliminates the need for providers to struggle with
cumbersome hospital systems—those character-based
applications that require extensive training and
practice before a user becomes proficient. Blue Iris’
graphical user interface is so easy and intuitive to
use any provider can learn the system in minutes.
Creating Automated, Electronic Progress Notes

Blue Iris delivers lab results, medical images, online
medical references, recorded transcriptions and other
The MD Expansion Pack provides a powerful way of interacting and presenting
clinical data, whether it is in electronic or printed form.

templated data entry feature. Alternatively, providers
can simply print the entire progress note and add hand
written comments.
Electronic progress notes are written back to the
appropriate hospital systems. Because data is stored
electronically, it is immediately available to other clinical staff. This closed-loop process improves communication and collaboration among care providers.
Improving Patient Care and Medical Outcomes

The MD Pack enables providers to quickly access all
relevant patient data in real-time, giving them the
most current information available to assist in making
medical decisions. By automating routine processes
such as daily progress notes, electronic signing of documents and order entry, providers can spend more time
with patients and less time on paperwork.

Improving Clinical Documentation and
Charge Capture

Blue Iris improves the accuracy of clinical documentation by eliminating error prone manual processes. In
particular, Blue Iris eliminates hand written notes and
transcriptions that can be illegible and confusing—and
a potential source of medical errors. Automating the
process of producing clinical documents increases legibility to 100% and meets the requirements of clinical
staff and legal and billing departments.
Secure Access from Anywhere

Blue Iris is Web-based, making patient data available
from any location—physician office, home office,
hotel room etc.—and from practically any kind of
client device. Blue Iris runs on desktop PCs (Windows
and Macintosh) as well as mobile devices like PDAs
and hand-held tablets. Blue Iris has been carefully
designed to perform well over narrow and broadband
connections. To ensure the security and privacy of
patient data, no information is ever permanently
stored on the client. In addition, the Blue Iris Core
supports proven methods of authorizing users and
encrypting data communications.
Bottom Line

The MD Expansion Pack allows physicians to interact with the system in the way
they feel most comfortable.

Blue Iris enables medicine to be practiced the way it
should be: by putting the patient first. Adapting
existing systems to fit the way physicians work
reduces the time spent on the business of health care
and allows providers to get back to what they do best.
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